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Genetic variation of the riparian pioneer tree
species Populus nigra L. I. Study of

population structure based on isozymes
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Eight polymorphic isozyme loci were used to describe the level and organization of the genetic
diversity in Populus nigra L. over 111 sites in France and among 60 additional individuals from
throughout the species range. Best descriptors and estimators of gene diversity and differentia-
tion were sought. Overall diversity level was found to be comparable to other widespread
species. Differentiation at three geographical scales was low, although local allele fixations
indicated limitation of gene flow. Inferences were made on the effect of the natural history of
the species on the organization of neutral diversity, and recommendations for collection of
genetic resources were derived.
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Introduction

The European black poplar, Populus nigra L., is a
common pioneer tree in riparian forests, ranging
from central and southern Europe to central Asia
and north Africa (Zsuffa, 1974). Scattered individ-
uals and small stands also occupy upland sites. Some
clones of P nigra are widely used for ornamental
purposes, and as screens against wind. Although the
use of pure P nigra for wood production is rare, the
species is found among the ancestors of 63 per cent
of the poplar cultivars registered by the Inter-
national Poplar Commission, mainly in interspecific
hybrid clones with P deltoides (Viart, 1992). The
genetic diversity of the species is thought to be
threatened in two different ways. First, the reduction
of perturbed areas arising from the regularization of
river flows has been decreasing the regeneration of
this species all over western Europe (Frison et al.,
1995). Secondly, gene exchanges between the wild
and the cultivated gene pool may also occur sponta-
neously (Cagelli & Lefèvre, 1995), and a wide
distribution of a small number of clones, likely to
intercross with wild trees, may lead to a reduction of
genetic diversity. However, the markers we used
were not suitable tools for a study of introgression,
because the alleles from P deltoides could not be
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distinguished for sure from the rare alleles of P
nigra, and thus we will not be able to discuss this
question. In this study, we measured gene diversity
and differentiation of P nigra in France by means of
allozyme variation. We tried to observe the effect of
the species singularities on its neutral genetic diver-
sity, and we discuss the consequences for the
sampling of genetic diversity.

Material and methods

This study was carried out on a stool-bed collection
of individual trees held by INRA in Orleans. Geno-
types were gathered over a period of 20 years by
different collectors (Teissier du Cros, 1977; Duval et
al., 1993). For most of the accessions, cuttings had
been collected from adult trees. In other cases, seeds
were collected and half-sib families were vegetatively
propagated. Only one randomly chosen offspring of
each family was included in the analyses.

Collection

The sample used was made of (1) 60 individual trees
representing different countries from the species
range, namely Bulgaria (6 individuals), Romania
(18), Slovakia (7), Hungary (5), Belgium (12) and
Italy (12); (2) 111 individuals representing different
collecting sites (Fig. 1) in France, and (3) 196 mdi-
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Fig. 1 Map of the sites sampled in France for the study
collection of Populus nigra with locations of the four study
regions.

viduals representing four sampled stands of large
extent: Mallemort (43°44'N, 5°10'E) in the Durance
valley, 50 individuals; Les Brocs (47°28'N, 2°54'E) in
the Loire valley, 32 individuals; Pouilly (47°15'N,
2°58'E) in the Loire valley, 19 individuals; and Tinte
(46°50'N, 3°23'E) in the Loire valley, 95 individuals.

The stands Tinte and Les Brocs presented sepa-
rated geographical zones corresponding to age
classes: four zones in Tinte (respectively including
51, 11, 18, and 15 sampled individuals), and two
zones in Les Brocs (16 sampled individuals in each).
The distribution of trees into geographical zones was
confirmed by observation of aerial pictures. In Tinte,
ages were measured approximately with an auger. In
both cases, the youngest age classes were found
closest to the river bank. Analysis of population
structure was carried out at four hierarchical levels
provided by this sampling: (i) among countries
within the species range: a set representing France
made of one randomly chosen genotype per sampled
site was compared to the foreign collection; (ii)
among regions within France: 249 clones were
included, originating from the following four
geographical regions: Alps (several drainages in the
mountains of the northern Alps), Rhône (several
drainages on the right bank of the Rhône), Durance
(one drainage in the southern Alps, including the
stand Mallemort), Loire (the open and lowland

drainage of Loire and Allier, including the stands
Tinte, Pouilly and Les Brocs); (iii) among stands
within the region Loire; and (iv) among zones within
the stand Tinte.

Electrophores/s

Twigs were collected in winter and stored at 4°C
until extraction. On each individual, one to five
dormant buds were crushed with 0.5 mL extraction
buffer (Tris-HC1 0.1 M, pH 7.5, 2 per cent PEG, 0.12
per cent EDTA, 4 per cent soluble PVP), 50 mg
insoluble PVP and some sand, Extract was absorbed
on 4 x 6 mm wicks of Whatman chromatography
paper, and stored at —80°C. The same protocol was
used for leaf extracts from the two youngest leaves
of plants growing in the greenhouse. Electrophoresis
was carried out on 12 per cent starch gels, with two
different buffer systems: lithium-borate (Scandalios,
1969; modified) and morpholine (Clayton & Tretiak,
1972). Staining was processed according to Berg-
mann (1987) and Second & Trouslot (1980), modi-
fied. Each individual was assayed for bud and leaf
extracts. The EST system was stained only for
leaves, and the DIA and SDH systems only for
dormant buds. All other systems gave the same
results with both kinds of extracts. Eight Mendelian
polymorphic loci were scored: Pgm, Sd/i, Lap, Got-4,
Mdh-1, Dia-2, Idh-1 and Est-r. Inheritance and func-
tional form of enzymes for loci Lap, Got-4, Mdh-1,
Sdh and Pgin have been demonstrated by Rajora
(1990) using root-tip extracts. Correspondence
between patterns obtained with different organs and
repeatability of patterns for clones grown in
different conditions were verified by Malvolti et al.
(1991). We verified the Mendelian inheritance of
loci for the enzyme systems EST, DIA, IDH.

Data analysis

Allele frequencies, genetic diversity and differentia-
tion parameters were computed using different
computer packages: s - PLUS (3.0, Statistical Sciences
Inc., Seattle, 1991), GENEPOP (Raymond & Rousset,
1995) and BIOSYS (1.7, Swofford & Selander, 1981).

Allele frequencies

Population allele frequencies i were estimated by
the sample allele frequencies, and variances were
estimated including the sample size and the sample
genotypic frequency of homozygotes, according to
Weir (1990): this estimate is robust for deviations
from Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).
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Genetic diversity

Nei's gene diversity index H (Nei, 1973) originally
described for one locus in one infinite random
mating population was used to compare gene diver-
sities. For real populations, an unbiased estimate of
this parameter, robust to deviation from HWE and
to small sample size is given by Weir (1990). Vari-
ance of gene diversity depends on allele frequencies,
genotypic frequencies and linkage disequilibrium
between loci. As pointed out by Fuerst et al. (1977),
diversity indices are expected to vary widely among
loci. These authors generated the theoretical
distribution of observed heterozygosities for
different values of the effective population size and
the mutation rate. In order to detect abnormal loci
or an abnormal distribution of gene diversities, we
tested the goodness of fit of the observed distribu-
tion of H-values in our study to the theoretical
distributions with a nonparametrical Smirnov test
(Sprent, 1992).

Hardy— Weinberg equilibrium and genotypic linkage
equilibrium These measures were tested within the
different groups using the GENEPOP software, provid-
ing exact probability values (Louis & Dempster,
1987; Guo & Thompson, 1992). A 1 per cent prob-
ability level was used to test hypotheses of
equilibrium.

Differentiation Population structure can be summa-
rized by F-statistics, as defined by Wright (1940,
1951) for one allele, or by Nei's GST (Nei, 1973) for
several alleles at several loci. Under Nei's fixed
effect model approach, GST describes the proportion
of diversity found among populations. Weir and
Cockerham (1984) pointed out the difficulty of using
GST or FST to compare different studies, because of
the various existing ways to handle small or unequal
sample sizes, number of populations, multiple loci
and alleles. They defined f, F and 0, parameters of a
random effect model in which all populations are
supposed to have been founded by the same
ancestor population, to have the same size and to
have differentiated from each other only by genetic
drift. 1 f and 0 are equivalent to FIT, F1 and FST,
respectively. The authors give formulae to compute
F, f and 9 as well as the variance of these para-
meters, taking into account the population structure
(HW disequilibrium) and the sampling require-
ments: used in different studies, their model would
allow better comparisons between populations or
between species. However, using simulation results,
Chakraborty & Leimar (1987) compared different
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ways of handling unequal sample sizes in the compu-
tation of the differentiation parameter (G1 or 0).
They showed the adequacy of Weir & Cockerham's
weighting scheme (in which the subpopulations are
weighted by the sample size) for small values of GST
(GST<O.Ol) whereas Nei & Chesser's (1983)
scheme, in which all populations are given the same
weight, appeared to be appropriate for greater
values of differentiation. In addition, the variation in
subpopulation size that occurs in time and space in
real populations causes an important source of
deviation from Weir & Cockerham's model. In our
case, real population size as defined by the scale of
genetic exchange is not easy to estimate, but it
seems probable that it will vary between such
geographically contrasted sites as the Alps and the
Loire valley because of restriction to seed and pollen
flow by natural obstacles such as mountains. Esti-
mates and confidence intervals of f F and 0 for
different subdivision levels were computed with the
DIPLOIDL program (Weir, 1990), which uses Weir &
Cockerham's estimators. Estimation of GST was also
computed following Nei & Chesser (1983).

Genetic distances Genetic distances summarize
differences between populations. Nei's genetic
distance (1972) and the coancestry distance
(Reynolds et al., 1983; Weir, 1990) are based on
genetic models supposing panmixia and isolation of
subpopulations: these are unworkable assumptions,
so that these distances can be regarded more as
descriptors of differences. The coancestry distance is
more suitable than Nei's distance for short-term
divergence (Weir, 1990). Other descriptors of differ-
ences are also provided by numerous geometric
distances (Lefort-Buson & De Vienne, 1985). We
used the Reynolds coancestry distance (corrected
formula in Weir, 1990) and the Gregorius distance
(Gregorius, 1974, 1984); the latter among geometric
distances fulfils the mathematical requirements of a
distance.

Results

Characterization of sampled loci

No statistically significant genotypic linkage disequi-
librium was found for any pair of loci, and no abnor-
mality was detected in the distribution of single
locus heterozygozities: mean heterozygosities per
locus range between 0.01 (Got-4) and 0.391 (Dia-2);
mean heterozygosity for the species is 0.170. The
hypothesis of identical observed and theoretical
distributions was tested with the Smirnov test for
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H = 0.1 and H = 0.2 (distributions in Fuerst et a!.,
1977). It was not rejected at the 5 per cent signifi-
cance level in either case.

Allele frequencies, gene diversity and genetic
distances

Allele frequencies (Fig. 2) revealed differences
between France and foreign countries. AJthough the
estimation variance is great, the foreign sample
permits an estimation of allele frequencies for
comparison. Most of the rare alleles (SDH—i,
SDH—4, MDH-i—I, IDH-1--2, IDH-1—3) are less
frequent in France than in the whole species range.
Loci Dia-2 and Est-r with two common alleles show
an inversion of the most frequent allele between
France and foreign countries. The only alleles found

in France and not in the foreign collection are
SDH—4, GOT-4—2 and LAP—I: these alleles are
present in very low frequencies in the French collec-
tion, so that not finding them in the foreign collec-
tion may be an effect of restricted sample size (60
individuals). Average diversity (Fig. 3) is higher in
the foreign collection (H 0.25 1) than in the French
(0.198), and than in any region of France repre-
sented (0.138—0.230).

Comparison between regions reveals the individ-
uality of the Alps: this region shows higher frequen-
cies of the rare alleles LAP—i, MDH-1—1 and
EST-r—i, that contribute to the high diversity: 0.230.
The Loire valley differs from other regions by signi-
ficantly higher frequency of the SDH—2 allele, signi-
ficantly lower representation of EST-r—i and absence
of the rare MDH-1—1 allele (although the Loire is
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Fig. 2 Allele frequencies in the different geographical groupings of the Populus nigra collection, with 95 per cent confi-
dence intervals. 1, Foreign Countries; 2, France; 3, Alps; 4, Durance; 5, Rhône; 6, Loire; 7, Mallemort; 8, Les Brocs; 9,
Pouilly; 10, Tinte; 11—14, zones 1—4 in Tinte.
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the largest studied sample). The closest region to
the Alps with respect to both genetic distances is
Rhóne (Fig. 4), and the farthest is Durance. Regions
Loire and Durance are the closest according to the
Gregorius genetic distance, although geographical
distance between these two regions is the greatest.

Comparison between the stands of the Loire
reveals the heterogeneity of this drainage: significant
differences in allele frequencies were found between
stands. Concerning diversities, Les Brocs has the
highest index among stands (H = 0.204), and Pouilly
the lowest (H = 0.115). Coexistence of two age
classes in Les Brocs, if they represent two different
origins, could explain the high value of H: when the

04

03

Dl

0.0

FC Fr Al Do Lo Rh MD LB Pu Ti

Fig. 3 Average gene diversity in the different geographical
groupings of the Populus nigra collection with 95 per cent
confidence intervals. FC, Foreign Countries; Fr, France;
Al, Alps; Du, Durance; Lo, Loire; Rh, Rhóne; LB, Les
Brocs; M, Mallemort; Po, Pouilly; Ti, Tinte; 1—4, zones
1—4 in Tinte.

set of genotypes over which gene diversities is esti-
mated is subdivided into subpopulations with
different allele frequencies, gene diversity estimated
with mean allele frequencies is greater than the
mean of gene diversities in the different subdivi-
sions; this effect on estimates is similar to the
Wahiund effect. Separate computation of H for
young and old trees showed, however, high values of
H in the two age classes (H = 0.192 for the young
and 0.171 for the old), showing that the computation
effect is not the only reason for the high observed
diversity.

Comparing the zones of Tinte, there are differ-
ences in allele frequencies, e.g. for the loci Idh-1 and
Est-r, although the diversity index is very homogene-
ous between zones (0.143—0.147), and is not
different from the global index of the stand (0.148).
Analysis of genetic distances shows overlapping
ranges of distances between zones of the same stand
and between stands. Zone 4 of Tinte is closer to
Mallemort than to other zones of Tinte. On the
other hand, the two apparent age classes in Les
Brocs are closer to each other than to any other
stand, although displaying an important distance
between themselves.

Hardy—Weinberg equilibrium

The geographical groups at the different hierarchical
levels were found to be at HWE for a significance
threshold of 5 per cent, except the stand Les Brocs
(P-value = 0.0167). In this stand, HWE was tested
on both age classes: a significant deviation was
found only for the young.
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0 0.02 004 006 008Fig. 4 Genetic distances between

geographical groupings of the Populus
nigra collection: (a) between regions,
coancestry distance; (b) between
stands, coancestry distance; (c)
between regions, Gregorius distance;
(d) between stands, Gregorius
distance.
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Differentiation

Computation of 0 and its variance (Table 1) with
Weir & Cockerham's estimator showed widely over-
lapping confidence intervals for the three hierarchi-
cal levels. Values greater than 0.01 suggest,
according to Chakraborty & Leimar (1987), that Nei
& Chesser's GST estimation should be better. The
small GST values (0.017, 0.035 and 0.008) reflect a
low differentiation. Although differences are not
significant, the highest level of differentiation was
found between stands within the Loire drainage.

Discussion

Choice of descriptors for natural populations

Natural populations of diploid individuals are
described and compared to each other using para-
meters derived from genetic models, in which devia-
tions from the HWE reference state are measured.
But the sampling requirements concerning individ-
uals and loci, and many different sources of discrep-
ancies between real and model populations, like
nonrandom mating, overlapping generations and
historical events (e.g. bottlenecks), make the estima-
tion of the parameters difficult. This leads to the use
of various estimators, which makes comparison
between studies difficult. Indeed, according to Chak-

Table 1 Differentiation parameters over the three hierarchical
& Chesser estimates and Weir & Cockerham estimates

raborty & Leimar (1987), variation in the estima-
tions of H arising from the sampling of loci is
greater than variation arising from the sampling of
individuals, so that studies involving different loci
may be difficult to compare. Weir (1990) proposes
estimations of the parameters and their variances
that take into account nonrandom mating, unequal
sample sizes and sampling of loci, allowing the
comparison between different studies. However, it is
difficult to determine to what extent the properties
of real populations diverge from the underlying
model hypotheses (little is known about genetic
exchanges between populations and about fluctu-
ations in the population sizes), and to what extent
the model is robust to such deviations.

Different reviews (e.g. Hamrick & Godt, 1989)
give average values of the diversity and differentia-
tion parameters, obtained with simple, noncorrected
estimations over many studies, for categories of
species. In fact, the computation of averages limits
the variation because of the use of different estima-
tors, so that such averages may be compared to the
results of our particular study.

Because vegetative propagation is not included in
the models used to derive the descriptors, the high
ability for vegetative propagation observed in some
particular stands of R nigra was suspected to be
another possible alteration of their significance: yet

levels in the Populus nigra collection: simple estimates, Nei

Regions within France Stands within
the Loire valley

Zones within
the stand Tinte

Simple estimates
H 0.171 0.162 0.140
IT 0.177 0.169 0.145
GST 0.036 0.044 0.035

Nei and Chesser estimates
H5 0.175 0.164 0.145
HT 0.178 0.170 0.147
GST 0.017 0.035 0.008

Weir and Cockerham estimates
(bootstrap confidence interval)
0 0.033

(0.020 0.0471)
0.063

(0.006 0.119)
0.025

(0.019 0.031)f
F

0.201

(0.070 0.333)
0.025

(0.019 0.031)

0.113

(—0.068 0.294)
0.159

(—0.041 0.358)

—0.051

(—0.148 0.046)
—0.0218

(—0.116 0.073)

For the simple and Nei & Chesser estimates, GST= 1 — (Hs!HT) where H5 is the expected heterozygosity of one individual
in any subpopulation and HT is the expected heterozygosity of one individual in the whole population, both under the
panmixia hypothesis.
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in another study (Legionnet et aL, in prep.), we show
that most of the adult stands of P nigra originated
from seedlings.

Comparison with other species

Genetic diversity for P nigra (H =0.17) is very close
to the mean for forest trees (H = 0.15) and to the
mean for wide-ranged species (H = 0.20) (Hamrick
& Godt, 1989); it is less than for the North Amer-
ican forest poplar 1? tremuloides (H = 0.29, Jelinski
& Cheliak, 1992; H =0.22, Lund et al., 1992), and
more than for P trichocarpa, another riparian poplar
species (H = 0.096, Weber & Stettler, 1981). The
between-stands and between-regions differentiations
of P nigra (3.5 per cent and 1.7 per cent, respect-
ively) are smaller than the average values for long-
lived woody species and for outcrossing,
wind-pollinated species (7.6 per cent and 9.9 per
cent, respectively), but are close to the mean differ-
entiation of tree species with large and continuous
distributions (3 per cent) (Kremer, 1994). For most
tree species, this low differentiation can be
explained by high dispersion rates that ensure
enough migration to avoid differentiation. Populus
nigra can be compared to species with a continuous
range, although its range is mainly in riparian forest,
because of the presence of scattered trees and small
stands in perturbed upland sites, and because of
human propagation of ornamental P nigra clones,
which allow the species to function as a large
continuum.

Spatial variations of gene diversity: inter-regional
scale

The highest diversity found over the regions is in the
Alps region. Because of the large confidence interval
computed for this region, the high observed diversity
may result from chance. Nevertheless, in this region,
mountains constitute physical obstacles to gene flow:
limitation of gene flow and subsequent isolation of
populations, as well as founder effect in the settle-
ment of colonies in extreme conditions could lead to
local differentiation. A high level of diversity would
then be explained by the fact that the estimation of
H was made over heterogeneous populations.
Considering that diversity in the Alps is close to that
found in the foreign countries collection, and that
the Alps are the sampled region closest to the centre
of the species range, another hypothesis could be
that France, representing a margin of the species
range, is impoverished in terms of diversity, except
in its most central region. In contrast to the other
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regions, sampling of genotypes in the Alps was made
by collecting seeds instead of adult trees, and this
may be an artificial cause of the high level of gene
diversity detected.

Differentiationand local allele fixation

In this survey, only 1.7 per cent of the total diversity
is between regions. But this low differentiation does
not take into account the heterogeneous distribution
of alleles: MDH-1—1 was not found in the Loire
river sample, SDH—3 is a fixed allele in Mallemort.
Although low GST (or 6) values are usually thought
to result from large-scale gene flow, the local allele
fixation observed in this study suggests that migra-
tion may not be sufficient to homogenize regions. To
explain these results, we suggest that the low differ-
entiation could remain from an ancient state of the
species: indeed, this species is a pioneer, and
recolonization of Europe and Asia by trees after the
last glaciation probably started with a wide spread-
ing of pioneer species. The distribution of the
species may then have been more continuous, allow-
ing greater genetic exchange. Later appearance of
discontinuities in the species range and subsequent
isolation of populations could explain local fixation
of some alleles by genetic drift. The small number of
generations since isolation could be invoked to
explain the fact that for most loci, the most frequent
allele is the same in all geographical groups.
Another explanation for the low differentiation is
that the populations are quite isolated, leading to
local fixation or loss of alleles, but the wide distribu-
tion of a small number of vegetatively propagated
man-used genotypes leads to the wide distribution of
some alleles in natural populations, and this is
enough to avoid differentiation as described by GST.
As a matter of fact, P nigra var. italica has been very
popular since the XVIIIth century (Bugala, 1967),
and is still very frequently planted.

Spatial variations of gene diversity: intraregional
scale

The comparison of gene diversities in the different
stands shows the individuality of two neighbouring
stands from the Loire river valley: Les Brocs and
Pouilly. Les Brocs has the highest diversity among
stands (and it proved not to be caused by the
presence of two age classes), and Pouilly has the
lowest. However, the estimation variance of the gene
diversity is high, and these differences are not signi-
ficant. These stands are differentiated slightly by
their ecological characteristics. Pouilly corresponds
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to a later degree of evolution of the riparian forest,
although the trees are younger than the old trees in
Les Brocs. This last site could have been maintained
at a younger ecological stage by human activity and
perturbations caused by floods. Temporal variation
in the environment of a long-lived, sessile organism
may require genetic flexibility, so that large indivi-
dual degrees of heterozygosity may be favoured in
ageing stands. This could be invoked to explain the
high gene diversity in Les Brocs. By contrast, the
gene diversity is very low in Pouilly: this could be
explained by a switch in natural selection between
almost monospecific stands, like Les Brocs, and
mixed stands like Pouilly, heterozygosity being less
favoured in mixed stands. But it is also possible that
surviving trees in Pouilly are not representative of
the former stand and that the natural sampling of
trees during the evolution of the stand led randomly
to low gene diversity.

Spatial variations of gene diversity: intrastand
scale

Genetic distances reveal a great similarity between
zones of the same stand, especially in Les Brocs. But
the ecological characteristics of the species do not
ensure genetic resemblance between zones: the
seeds are produced in great quantities and over a
long period of time within one stand (Legionnet et
al. in prep.), and wide dispersal is assured by the
abundant and light hydrophobic poplar cotton. Few
reserves are carried by seeds, which do not have a
long viability (2—4 weeks; Muller & Teissier du
Cros, 1982). Therefore, the composition of the seed
pool will vary greatly from one day to another in a
given site; settlement of seedlings only occurs in
particular conditions of ground and water avail-
ability, which depend on local events (persistence of
a puddle) and are rare at a given site. For these
reasons, neighbouring sites can be colonized by seed
pools of different origins. Yet, allelic composition
and diversity were found to be homogenous between
age classes in Tinte and in Les Brocs. This could be
caused by global homogeneity of the sources of
seedlings, or by a good mixing of seeds of different
origins. Young zones could also be colonized by a
majority of seeds coming from the older neighbour-
ing trees, and thus reflect their allelic composition.
Another hypothesis is that apparently younger trees
found closer to the river settled at the same time as
the older, but were often cut back by perturbation
caused by floods, so that the apparent age does not
reflect the time after settlement.

Conclusion

Populus nigra plays an important role in riparian
forests. Conservation of genetic resources is
important to enable the species to evolve, which also
conditions the evolution of the whole ecosystem.
Besides, genetic resources will be useful for produc-
ing new commercial hybrids. The main danger for
this species is the reduction of its natural area that
can lead to the loss of natural populations in some
regions. The conservation of riparian ecosystems is a
difficult task, which may take a long time. The first
step in genetic conservation is the constitution of an
ex situ collection representative of the available gene
diversity. This first study of the natural variation of
the species reveals a fair level of diversity and a low
overall differentiation, masking, however, some
differences between regions.

A sampling strategy based on gene diversity will
not need to include many regions, because most of
the gene diversity is intraregional; the sample would
be improved by the addition of provenances from
the east and from foreign countries; the collection
sites representing younger stages of the ecosystem
seem likely to provide more diversity. A strategy
aimed at catching favourable alleles for breeding
should, however, be based on a study of different
regions, because limited gene flow may allow differ-
entiation for naturally selected traits.
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